
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Byrd Golf Unveils Innovative Golf Gear Organization Solutions to Elevate Golfer Experience
at PGA Show 2024

Orlando, January 2024 – The Byrd Golf, an innovator in golf accessories, proudly announces
the launch of their new product line at the PGA Show 2024 (booth #3701), designed to change
the way golfers approach their game. Focused on enhancing golfer concentration by
streamlining equipment organization, The Byrd Golf introduces a range of accessories, including
the ByrdClyp, a one-of-a-kind golf multitool, a fashionable and functional golf utility belt, and a
stylish baseball hat and visor.

Tee off with The ByrdClyp, the ultimate golf multitool meticulously crafted to cater to every
golfer's needs. This compact and versatile accessory consolidates essential golf equipment,
ensuring players can focus on their swing rather than fumbling for gear. The ByrdClyp features
dedicated slots for up to three golf tees, a ball marker, divot tool, and/or a pencil providing a
convenient all-in-one storage solution for golf enthusiasts ensuring that their key golf gear is
always accessible and never lost, or in the way.

The Byrd Golf's commitment to blending style with functionality is exemplified in the introduction
of their golf utility belt. This accessory not only complements a golfer's attire both on and off the
course, but also serves as a practical storage solution. With designated compartments for key
golf essentials, including a secure glove holder, divot tool slot, a patent pending tee sheath, and
a magnetic belt buckle that holds a ball marker. This reversible utility belt seamlessly integrates
into the golfer's ensemble, allowing for easy access to equipment without compromising style
while on the course and with a simple flip becomes an everyday belt to be worn any day of the
week, and twice on Sunday (on the course of course).

Elevate your golf fashion game with The Byrd Golf's stylish baseball hat or visor. These
headwear options are not only a statement piece on the green but also offer a dual tee sheath
for storing golf tees and a magnet on the brim for ball markers. The fusion of fashion and
functionality ensures that golfers can maintain a polished appearance while having quick access
to their essential equipment.

"We understand the importance of focus and concentration in golf, and that's why we've
developed these unique accessories to enhance the overall golfing experience," said Kris Drey,
Founder and CEO at The Byrd Golf. "Our products are designed to streamline the golfer's
journey from tee to green, ensuring that they can focus on their game, not their gear."

The Byrd Golf invites golf enthusiasts of all levels to explore these innovative accessories that
blend convenience, style, and functionality. The product line is now available for purchase on
The Byrd Golf website www.thebyrd.com, as well as select golf retailers nationwide.

https://thebyrd.com/byrdclyp
https://thebyrd.com/byrdbelt
https://thebyrd.com/byrdbyll


Find us at BOOTH #3701 or for media inquiries, please contact:

The Byrd Golf
info@thebyrd.com
(415) 857-0775

About The Byrd Golf:
Founded on the principles of innovation and passion for the game, The Byrd Golf is dedicated to
creating fashionable and functional golf accessories that enhance the overall golfing experience.
With a focus on organization, style, and functionality, The Byrd Golf is committed to providing
golfers with tools that allow them to focus on their game, not their gear.

Where Fashion Meets Function, Byrd Wear for the Modern Golfer.

###

The ByrdClyp multitool, golf gear organizer (patent pending).

The Byrd Golf line of golf organizational products; the ByrdClyp, ByrdBelt, and ByrdByll


